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BHS : Where do we stand now ?
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Seminal work by G. Sainteny (2011) for PM : very comprehensive, 
rather qualitative, followed by minor reforms (ex : air pollution taxation)
Since 2021, « green budgeting » (=tagging green/brown budget 
expenditures along 6 environmental axis (EU taxo.)) to complement the 
annual fiscal bill  
Following Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework (GBF) :
-France is about to adopt its National Biodiversity Strategy (NBS) for 
2030
-with a strong commitment to identify and reduce BHS with an 
appropriate and progressive planning  
-in the long term finance bill (on-going, not yet approved), there is an 
objective to reduce the ratio of unfavorable/favorable « expenditures » by 
10%
- Recently launched audit report on how to finance the new NBS



Biodiversity damaging subsidies
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subsidies :
Transfert or advantage to producer/consumer == budgetary & fiscal 
expenditures
« internalization gap » approach : not taken into account under this item 
(even if fiscal reform ideas are also on the table)
biodiversity :
EU taxo 6th axis “(6) protection and restoration of biodiversity and 
ecosystems” ?
The « 5 pressures » lens ? incl. climate change?
damaging : => counterfactual issue



BHS in France
a (provisional) overview for 2022
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Source : Audit Report (2023), Financial needs for the new National Biodiversity Strategy
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references :
french state budget 570Mds€ 
public expenditures « biodiversity friendly » 4,6Mds€, of which 50% state



BHS in France
Agriculture
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Agriculture is one of the major pressure on biodiversity
(through pesticides and fertilizers e.g.)

EU CAP « 1st pillar » (direct payments) regarded as
harmful, as providing no incentives to change practices
(income transfert with no conditions (or not binding)

! Not an official position of the government at that stage !

Assessment to be updated for the next CAP period 2023-
2027 :

25% of direct payments (=1,7Mds) are now submitted to
environmental conditions, alternatively through :

- pratices (crop rotation, grass land conservation,
etc…)

- Certification (ex : organic)
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BHS in France
Fisheries
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Fuel consumption is totally free of tax (UE energy
taxation directive) [+ a extra support (35c€/L) in 2022 in
the context of energy prices crisis]

Support based on fuel consumption is a fossil fuel
subsidies BUT is also harmful to biodiversity (because
the most fuel intensive fisheries are also the most
impactful)
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=>UE Energy taxation revision under discussion…



BHS in France
transport infrastructure
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New transport infrastructures (road, railway,
waterway) causes land use change and generally
destroy habitats and ecosystem, and may also create
barriers in ecological corridor

But out of 1,3Mds, around 50% are railway or
waterway infrastructure, assumed to contribute to
mitigation goals…

Two ways forward :

- Limit new roads

- Reduce impacts, or compensate…
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BHS in France
Housing support
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2 major fiscal schemes :

- Fiscal reduction for investors in new housing for rent

- Zero interest loan to purchase housing (=>generally
individual houses)

Both causes urban sprawling to a certain extent (around
20% of apartment buildings, and 60% of new individual
houses)

Ways of reform :

Þ « zoning » conditions (e.g. limitations to constrained
housing market

Þ « Local » monitoring of new projects to control
localisation
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BHS in France
urban development tax
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A good (wrong) example of one instrument for two
objectives…

Each new construction pays a « urban development tax »
to the municipality to finance infrastructure

First 100m2 of individuel houses benefit from a 50%
rebate (and a full exemption if you benefit from zero
interest loan)

=> Could provide substantial amount, but minor effects
(+1-3 % of total construction costs)
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BHS in France
press and others
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Support to printed press :

Expected to be reduced (impact) in the coming years with
several regulatory requirements :

Þ plastic wrap ban

Þ increasing rate of recycled paper use

Þ transition to mineral oils free inks

Renewable power : on going analysis…

Counterfactual issues (stand alone, among Renewables,
vs nuclear plant ?)

Mixed effects/ordre of magnitude of different effects
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Main take away
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Great expectations….but still rather modest achievements

Not that easy to find substantial amount of subsidies to be reformed
Some are partially out of national scope (=>UE level)
Some have mixed effects (mitigation vs biodiv)

A multiple strategy for reform : reduce the euro or reduce the impact ?
1) Reduce the euro where you have clear incentives effect and 
comportemental impacts
2) keep the euro but reduce the impact (through other instruments)
3) Indirect channel : reduce the euro (with no impact)…and use it to do 
something with positive impact….



Q&A

vincent.marcus@developpement-durable.gouv.fr

Le financement de la stratégie nationale pour la biodiversité (2023)
https://www.igedd.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/le-financement-de-la-strategie-nationale-pour-la-a3619.html

« budget vert » PLF2023 (2022) 
https://www.ecologie.gouv.fr/sites/default/files/rapport%20impact%20env%20budget%20etat.pdf

rapport Sainteny (2011)
https://strategie.archives-spm.fr/cas/content/rapport-les-aides-publiques-dommageables-la-biodiversite.html

Vincent Marcus · Ministry 
of Ecological Transition 
and Territorial Cohesion
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Biodiversity Friendly Subsidies

14Source : Audit Report (2023), Financial needs for the new National Biodiversity Strategy



Green budgeting (1/2)
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Green budgeting (2/2)
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